Falcon 9 Starlink L24 rocket successfully
launches from SLC-40 at Cape Canaveral Space
Force Station, Florida, April 28, 2021 (U.S. Space
Force/Joshua Conti)

cholars and practitioners in the
area of cyber strategy and conflict focus on two key strategic
imperatives for the United States: first,
to maintain and strengthen the current
deterrence of cyberattacks of significant
consequence; and second, to reverse the
tide of malicious behavior that may not
rise to a level of armed attack but nevertheless has cumulative strategic implications as part of adversary campaigns.
The Department of Defense (DOD)
strategic concept of defend forward
and U.S. Cyber Command’s concept
of persistent engagement are largely
directed toward this latter challenge.
While the United States has ostensibly
deterred strategic cyberattacks above
the threshold of armed conflict, it
has failed to create sufficient costs for
adversaries below that threshold in a
way that would shape adversary behavior in a desired direction.1 Effectively,
this tide of malicious behavior repre-
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sents a deterrence failure for strategic
cyber campaigns below the use-of-force
threshold; threat actors have not been
dissuaded from these types of campaigns because they have not perceived
that the costs or risks of conducting
them outweigh the benefits.2 This
breakdown has led to systemic and
pervasive efforts by adversaries to leverage U.S. vulnerabilities and its large
attack surface in cyberspace to conduct
intellectual property theft—including
critical national security intellectual
property—at scale, use cyberspace
in support of information operations
that undermine America’s democratic
institutions, and hold at risk the critical
infrastructure that sustains the U.S.
economy, national security, and way of
life.
U.S. strategy has simultaneously
focused on the longstanding challenge
of deterring significant cyberattacks that
would cause loss of life, sustained disruption of essential functions and services,
or critical economic impacts—those
activities that may cross the threshold
constituting a use of force or armed attack. Indeed, Congress chartered the
U.S. Cyberspace Solarium Commission in
the 2019 National Defense Authorization
Act to “develop a consensus on a strategic approach to defending the United
States in cyberspace against cyberattacks
of significant consequences.”3 There is
also a general acknowledgment of the
link between U.S. cyber strategy below
and above the threshold of armed conflict
in cyberspace. Specifically, efforts to defend forward below the level of war—to
observe and pursue adversaries as they
maneuver in “gray” and “red” space,
and to counter adversary operations,
capabilities, and infrastructure when authorized—could yield positive cascading
effects that support deterrence of strategic cyberattacks.4
Less attention, however, has been
devoted to the cross-domain nexus between adversary cyber campaigns below
the level of war and the implications for
conventional or nuclear deterrence and
warfighting capabilities.5 The most critical comparative warfighting advantage
the United States enjoys relative to its
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adversaries is its technological edge in
the conventional weapons realm—even
as its hold may be weakening.6 Indeed,
this is why adversaries prefer to contest
the United States below the level of
war, in the gray zone, and largely avoid
direct military confrontation where they
perceive a significant U.S. advantage. At
the same time, adversaries are making
substantial investments in technology and
innovation to directly erode that edge,
while also shielding themselves from it by
developing offset, antiaccess/area-denial
capabilities.7 Moreover, adversaries are
engaging in cyber espionage to discern
where key U.S. military capabilities and
systems may be vulnerable and to potentially blind and paralyze the United States
with cyber effects in a time of crisis or
conflict.8
Therefore, while technologically
advanced U.S. military capabilities form
the bedrock of its military advantage,
they also create cyber vulnerabilities that
adversaries can and will undoubtedly use
to their strategic advantage. To support a
strategy of full-spectrum deterrence, the
United States must maintain credible and
capable conventional and nuclear capabilities. However, adversaries could hold
these at risk in cyberspace, potentially
undermining deterrence. If deterrence
fails in times of crisis and conflict, the
United States must be able to defend and
surge conventional capabilities when adversaries utilize cyber capabilities to attack
American military systems and functions.
In this way, cyber vulnerabilities that
adversaries exploit in routine competition
below the level of war have dangerous implications for the U.S. ability to
deter and prevail in conflict above that
threshold—even in a noncyber context.
The strategic consequences of the weakening of U.S. warfighting capabilities
that support conventional—and, even
more so, nuclear—deterrence are acute.
Additionally, the scope and challenge
in securing critical military networks
and systems in cyberspace is immense.
Therefore, urgent policy action is needed
to address the cyber vulnerabilities of key
weapons systems and functions.
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Deterrence in U.S. Strategy

Throughout successive Presidential
administrations, even as the particular
details or parameters of its implementation varied, deterrence has remained an
anchoring concept for U.S. strategy.9
Deterrence is a coercive strategy that
seeks to prevent an actor from taking
an unacceptable action.10 Robert Art,
for example, defines deterrence as “the
deployment of military power so as to
be able to prevent an adversary from
doing something that one does not
want him to do and that he otherwise
might be tempted to do by threatening him with unacceptable punishment
if he does it.”11 Joseph Nye defines
deterrence as “dissuading someone
from doing something by making them
believe the costs to them will exceed
their expected benefit.”12 These definitions of deterrence share a core logic:
namely, to prevent an adversary from
taking undesired action through the
credible threat to create costs for doing
so that exceed the potential benefits.
However, one notable distinction is
Art’s focus on the military instrument
of power (chiefly nuclear weapons) as
a tool of deterrence, whereas Nye’s
concept of deterrence implies a broader
set of capabilities that could be marshalled to prevent unwanted behavior.
Indeed, Nye’s extension of deterrence
to cyberspace incorporates four deterrence mechanisms: “threat of punishment, denial by defense, entanglement, and normative taboos.”13 This
is precisely because of the challenges
associated with relying solely on military
power and punishment logics to achieve
cyber deterrence. Our working definition of deterrence is therefore consistent
with how Nye approaches the concept.
Credibility lies at the crux of successful deterrence. The target must
believe that the deterring state has both
the capabilities to inflict the threatening costs and the resolve to carry out a
threat.14 A deterring state must therefore
develop mechanisms for signaling credibility to the target.15 Much of the Cold
War deterrence literature focused on
the question of how to convey resolve,
primarily because the threat to use
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Company fire support officer assigned to 2nd Battalion, 3rd Field Artillery Regiment, 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team, 1st Armored Division, monitors
computer system showing target locations at Dona Ana Range Complex, New Mexico, March 8, 2021 (U.S. Army/Elijah Ingram)

nuclear weapons—particularly in support of extended deterrence guarantees
to allies—lacks inherent credibility given
the extraordinarily high consequences
of nuclear weapons employment in
comparison to any political objective.16
This raises questions about decisionmakers’ willingness to follow through on a
nuclear threat. However, the credibility
conundrum manifests itself differently
today. Specifically, the potential for cyber
operations to distort or degrade the
ability of conventional or even nuclear
capabilities to work as intended could
undermine the credibility of deterrence
due to a reduced capability rather than
political will.17 Moreover, given the secret
nature of cyber operations, there is likely
to be information asymmetry between
the deterring state and the ostensible
target of deterrence if that target has
undermined or holds at risk the deterring
state’s capabilities without its knowledge.
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U.S. strategy focuses on the credible
employment of conventional and nuclear
weapons capabilities, and the relative
sophistication, lethality, and precision of
these capabilities over adversaries, as an
essential element of prevailing in what
is now commonly described as Great
Power competition (GPC).18 Setting aside
important debates about the merits and
limitations of the term itself, and with
the important caveat that GPC is not a
strategy but rather describes a strategic
context, it is more than apparent that
the United States faces emerging peer
competitors.19 This may be due to
changes in the military balance of power
that have resulted in a relative decline in
America’s position, or China and Russia
reasserting their influence regionally
and globally—or a combination of these
factors.20 While the current strategic landscape is distinct from both the Cold War
and the period immediately following,

deterrence as a strategic concept is again
at the crux of U.S. strategy but with new
applications and challenges. As the 2017
National Security Strategy notes, “deterrence today is significantly more complex
to achieve than during the Cold War.
Adversaries studied the American way of
war and began investing in capabilities
that targeted our strengths and sought
to exploit perceived weaknesses.”21 In
this new environment, cyberspace is a
decisive arena in broader GPC, with
significant implications for cross-domain
deterrence.22
The literature on the feasibility of
deterrence in cyberspace largely focuses
on within-domain deterrence—in other
words, the utility and feasibility of using
(or threatening) cyber means to deter
cyber behavior.23 Scholars have identified
a number of important impediments to
this form of cyber deterrence.24 For instance, the challenges of discerning timely
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Chief Information Security Officer for Acquisitions Katie Arrington discusses Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification with Norwegian National Defense
and Security Industries Association, from the Pentagon, Washington, DC, January 13, 2021 (DOD/Brittany A. Chase)

and accurate attribution could weaken
cyber deterrence through generating
doubt about the identity of the perpetrator of a cyberattack, which undermines
the credibility of response options.25
Uncertainty about the effects of cyber
capabilities—both anticipating them ex
ante and measuring them ex post—may
impede battle damage assessments that
are essential for any deterrence calculus.26
This uncertainty is further complicated
by limitations in the ability to hold targets at risk or deliver effects repeatedly
over time.27 A deterring state may avoid
revealing capabilities (which enhances the
credibility of deterrence) because the act
of revealing them renders the capabilities
impotent.28 Finally, the target may simply
not perceive the threatened cyber costs to
be sufficiently high to affect its calculus,
or the target may be willing to gamble
that a threatened action may not produce
the effect intended by the deterring
state due to the often unpredictable and
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fleeting nature of cyber operations and
effects.29 Others offer a more sanguine
take. For instance, deterrence may have
more favorable prospects when it focuses
on deterring specific types of behavior or
specific adversaries rather than general
cyber deterrence.30
Notably, there has been some
important work on the feasibility of
cross-domain deterrence as it pertains to
the threat of employing noncyber kinetic
capabilities to deter unwanted behavior in
cyberspace. As Jacquelyn Schneider notes,
this type of deterrence “involves the use
of punishment or denial across domains
of warfighting and foreign policy to
deter adversaries from utilizing cyber
operations to create physical or virtual effects.”31 The literature has also examined
the inverse aspect of cross-domain deterrence—namely, how threats in the cyber
domain can generate instability and risk
for deterrence across other domains. For
example, Erik Gartzke and Jon Lindsay
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explore how offensive cyber operations
that target a state’s nuclear command,
control, and communications could undermine strategic deterrence and increase
the risk of war.32 Similarly, Austin Long
notes potential pathways from offensive
cyber operations to inadvertent escalation
(which is by definition a failure of deterrence) if “attacks on even nonmilitary
critical systems (for example, power supplies) could impact military capabilities
or stoke fears that military networks had
likewise been compromised.”33
Nevertheless, policymakers’ attention to cyber threats to conventional and
nuclear deterrence has been drowned
out by other concerns—some of which
are inflated—in the cyber domain. For
instance, the typical feared scenario is the
equivalent of a “cyber Pearl Harbor” or a
“cyber 9/11” event—a large-scale cyberattack against critical U.S. infrastructure
that causes significant harm to life or
property.34 This line of thinking, however,
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risks missing the ostensibly more significant threat posed by stealthy cyberspace
activities that could undermine the stability of conventional or nuclear deterrence.

Cyber Risks to Conventional
and Nuclear Deterrence

The cyber vulnerabilities that exist
across conventional and nuclear
weapons platforms pose meaningful
risks to deterrence.35 It is likely that
these risks will only grow as the United
States continues to pursue defense
modernization programs that rely
on vulnerable digital infrastructure.36
These vulnerabilities present across four
categories, each of which poses unique
concerns: technical vulnerabilities
in weapons programs already under
development as well as fielded systems,
technical vulnerabilities at the systemic
level across networked platforms (“system-of-systems” vulnerabilities), supply
chain vulnerabilities and the acquisitions
process, and nontechnical vulnerabilities
stemming from information operations.
Connectivity, automation, exquisite
situational awareness, and precision
are core components of DOD military
capabilities; however, they also present
numerous vulnerabilities and access
points for cyber intrusions and attacks.
Innovations in technology and weaponry
have produced highly complex weapons
systems, such as those in the F-35 Joint
Strike Fighter, which possesses unparalleled technology, sensors, and situational
awareness—some of which rely on
vulnerable Internet of Things devices.37
In a pithy depiction, Air Force Chief of
Staff General David Goldfein describes
the F-35 as “a computer that happens to
fly.”38 However, the increasingly computerized and networked nature of these
weapons systems makes it exponentially
more difficult to secure them. Moreover,
the use of commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) technology in modern weapons
systems presents an additional set of
vulnerability considerations.39 Indeed,
a 2019 DOD Inspector General report
found that DOD purchases and uses
COTS technologies with known cybersecurity vulnerabilities and that, because
of this, “adversaries could exploit known
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cybersecurity vulnerabilities that exist in
COTS items.”40
Therefore, a fundamental issue is
that both individual weapons programs
already under development and fielded
systems in the sustainment phase of the
acquisition life cycle are beset by vulnerabilities. Prior to 2014, many of DOD’s
cybersecurity efforts were devoted
to protecting networks and information technology (IT) systems, rather
than the cybersecurity of the weapons
themselves.41 Protecting IT systems is
important in its own right. Federal and
private contractor systems have been the
targets of widespread and sophisticated
cyber intrusions. For instance, former
Secretary of the Navy Richard Spencer
described naval and industry partner
systems as being “under cyber siege” by
Chinese hackers.42 Yet of most concern
is that the integrity and credibility of
deterrence will be compromised by the
cybersecurity vulnerabilities of weapons
systems.
In recent years, while DOD has
undertaken efforts to assess the cyber
vulnerabilities of individual weapons
platforms, critical gaps in the infrastructure remain. For example, there is no
permanent process to periodically assess
the vulnerability of fielded systems, despite the fact that the threat environment
is dynamic and vulnerabilities are not
constant. This means that a singular static
assessment is unlikely to capture how vulnerabilities may evolve and change over
time.43 Relatedly, a 2018 Government
Accountability Office report found
pervasive and significant mission-critical
vulnerabilities across most weapons
systems already under development.44
Between 2012 and 2017, DOD penetration testers—individuals who evaluate
the cybersecurity of computer systems
and uncover vulnerabilities—discovered
“mission-critical cyber vulnerabilities in
nearly all weapon systems under development.”45 Penetration testing teams were
able to overcome weapons systems cybersecurity controls designed to prevent
determined adversaries from gaining access to these platforms and to maneuver
within compromised systems while successfully evading detection.

Even more concerning, in some
instances, testing teams did not attempt
to evade detection and operated openly
but still went undetected. Moreover,
some DOD operators did not even
know the system had been compromised: “[U]nexplained crashes were
normal for the system,” and even when
intrusion detection systems issued alerts,
“[this] did not improve users’ awareness
of test team activities because . . . warnings were so common that operators
were desensitized to them.”46 Existing
testing programs are simply too limited
to enable DOD to have a complete
understanding of weapons system vulnerabilities, which is compounded by a
shortage of skilled penetration testers.47
Individual weapons platforms do not
in reality operate in isolation from one
another. Rather, most modern weapons systems comprise a complex set of
systems—systems of systems that entail
“operat[ing] multiple platforms and systems in a collaborate manner to perform
military missions.”48 An example is the
Aegis weapon system, which contains a
variety of integrated subsystems, including detection, command and control,
targeting, and kinetic capabilities.49
Therefore, vulnerability assessments that
focus on individual platforms are unable
to identify potential vulnerabilities that
may arise when these capabilities interact
or work together as part of a broader,
networked platform. The challenge of
securing these complex systems is compounded by the interaction of legacy
and newer weapons systems—and most
DOD weapons platforms are legacy platforms. Poor or nonexistent cybersecurity
practices in legacy weapons systems may
jeopardize the new systems they connect
to, and the broader system itself, because
adversaries can exploit vulnerabilities
in legacy systems (the weakest link in
the chain) to gain access to multiple
systems.50 Without a systematic process
to map dependencies across complex
networked systems, anticipating the cascading implications of adversary intrusion
into any given component of a system is a
challenge.
Another pathway through which
adversaries can exploit vulnerabilities in
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weapons systems is the security of the
DOD supply chain—the global constellation of components and processes
that form the production of DOD
capabilities—which is shaped by DOD’s
acquisitions strategy, regulations, and
requirements. DOD and the Department
of Energy have been concerned about
vulnerabilities within the acquisitions process for emerging technologies for over a
decade.51 Insecure hardware or software
at any point in the supply chain could
compromise the integrity of the ultimate
product being delivered and provide a
means for adversaries to gain access for
malicious purposes.
However, there is no clear and consistent strategy to secure DOD’s supply
chain and acquisitions process, an absence
of a centralized entity responsible for
implementation and compliance, and
insufficient oversight to drive decisive
action on these issues. There is instead
decentralized responsibility across DOD,
coupled with a number of reactive and ad
hoc measures that leave DOD without
a complete picture of its supply chain,
dynamic understanding of the scope and
scale of its vulnerabilities, and consistent
mechanisms to rapidly remediate these
vulnerabilities.
Until recently, DOD’s main acquisitions requirements policy did not
systematically address cybersecurity
concerns. For instance, it did not call for
programs to include cyberattack survivability as a key performance parameter.52
These types of requirements are typically
established early in the acquisitions process and drive subsequent system design
decisionmaking. If cybersecurity requirements are tacked on late in the process, or
after a weapons system has already been
deployed, the requirements are far more
difficult and costly to address and much
less likely to succeed.53 In 2016, DOD
updated the Defense Federal Acquisition
Regulations Supplement (DFARS), establishing cybersecurity requirements for
defense contractors based on standards
set by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology. Then, in part due to
inconsistencies in compliance, verification,
and enforcement in the cybersecurity
standards established in DFARS, in 2019
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DOD issued the Cybersecurity Maturity
Model Certification, which created
new, tiered cybersecurity standards for
defense contractors and was meant to
build on the 2016 DFARS requirement.54
However, this has resulted in confusion
about requirements, and the process for
independently auditing and verifying
compliance remains in nascent stages of
development.55 At the same time, in the
2019 National Defense Authorization Act
(NDAA), Congress took legislative action to ban government procurement of
or contracting with entities that procure
telecommunications technologies from
specific Chinese firms, including Huawei
and ZTE, and affiliated organizations.
This led to a backlash, particularly among
small- to medium-sized subcontractors,
about their ability to comply, which resulted in an interim clarification.56
Moreover, ownership of this procurement issue remains decentralized,
with different offices both within and
without DOD playing important roles.
Significant stakeholders within DOD include the Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition and Sustainment, the Under
Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and
Security, the Defense Counterintelligence
and Security Agency, the Cybersecurity
Directorate within the National Security
Agency, the DOD Cyber Crime
Center, and the Defense Industrial Base
Cybersecurity Program, among others.
Within the Intelligence Community,
the National Counterintelligence and
Security Center within the Office of
the Director of National Intelligence
also plays a role in supply chain security
through its counterintelligence mission,
which includes the defense industrial
base. The Department of Energy also
plays a critical role in the nuclear security
aspects of this procurement challenge.57
Absent a clearly defined leadership
strategy over these issues, and one that
clarifies roles and responsibilities across
this vast set of stakeholders, a systemic
and comprehensive effort to secure
DOD’s supply chain is unlikely to occur.58
Risks stemming from nontechnical
vulnerabilities are entirely overlooked in
strategies and policies for identifying and
remediating cyber vulnerabilities in DOD
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weapons systems. However, adversaries could compromise the integrity of
command and control systems—most
concerningly for nuclear weapons—without exploiting technical vulnerabilities in
the digital infrastructure on which these
systems rely. Instead, malicious actors
could conduct cyber-enabled information
operations with the aim of manipulating
or distorting the perceived integrity of
command and control. This could take
place in positive or negative forms—in
other words, perpetrating information
as a means to induce operations to erroneously make a decision to employ
a capability or to refrain from carrying
out a lawful order. The consequences
are significant, particularly in the nuclear
command and control realm, because not
employing a capability could undermine
positive and negative control over nuclear
weapons and inevitably the stability of
nuclear deterrence.

Policy Recommendations

Recognizing the interdependence
among cyber, conventional, and nuclear
domains, U.S. policymakers must prioritize efforts to reduce the cyber vulnerabilities of conventional and nuclear
capabilities and ensure they are resilient
to adversary action in cyberspace. Cyber
threats to these systems could distort or
undermine their intended uses, creating
risks that these capabilities may not be
reliably employable at critical junctures.
Additionally, cyber-enabled espionage
conducted against these systems could
allow adversaries to replicate cuttingedge U.S. defense technology without
comparable investments in research
and development and could inform the
development of adversary offset capabilities. Vulnerabilities such as these have
important implications for deterrence
and warfighting. Deterrence postures
that rely on the credible, reliable, and
effective threat to employ conventional
or nuclear capabilities could be undermined through adversary cyber operations. And, if deterrence fails, cyber
operations to disrupt or degrade the
functioning of kinetic weapons systems
could compromise mission assurance
during crises and conflicts.
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More than 100 players from around the Nation participate in Defend Forward: 2019 Critical Infrastructure War Game, at U.S. Naval War College, July 25,
2019, in Newport, Rhode Island (U.S. Navy/Tyler D. John)

As adversaries’ cyber threats become
more sophisticated, addressing the cybersecurity of DOD’s increasingly advanced
and networked weapons systems should
be prioritized. The Cyberspace Solarium
Commission’s March 2020 report details
a number of policy recommendations to
address this challenge.59 We now unpack
a number of specific measures put forth
by the Cyberspace Solarium Commission
that Congress, acting in its oversight role,
along with the executive branch could
take to address some of the most pressing
concerns regarding the cyber vulnerabilities of conventional and nuclear weapons
systems. We also describe the important
progress made in the fiscal year (FY)
2021 NDAA, which builds on the commission’s recommendations.
In terms of legislative remedies, the
Cyberspace Solarium Commission report
recommends Congress update its recent
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legislative measures to assess the cyber
vulnerabilities of weapons systems to account for a number of important gaps.
The ultimate objective is to enable DOD
to develop a more complete picture of
the scope, scale, and implications of cyber
vulnerabilities to critical weapons systems
and functions. Past congressional action
has spurred some important progress on
this issue. Specifically, in Section 1647
of the FY16 NDAA, which was subsequently updated in Section 1633 of the
FY20 NDAA, Congress directed DOD
to assess the cyber vulnerabilities of each
major weapons system.60 Although this
process has commenced, gaps remain that
must be remediated. For example, there
is no permanent process to periodically
assess the cybersecurity of fielded systems.
Additionally, the current requirement
is to assess the vulnerabilities of individual weapons platforms. But given the

interdependent and networked nature of
multiple independent weapons systems,
merely assessing individual platforms
misses crucial potential vulnerabilities that
may arise when platforms interact with
one another. Therefore, DOD must also
evaluate how a cyber intrusion or attack
on one system could affect the entire mission—in other words, DOD must assess
vulnerabilities at a systemic level.
Given that Congress has already set
a foundation for assessing cyber vulnerabilities in weapons systems, there is an
opportunity to legislatively build on this
progress. The commission proposed
Congress amend Section 1647 of the
FY16 NDAA (which, as noted, was
amended in the FY20 NDAA) to include
a requirement for DOD to annually assess
major weapons systems vulnerabilities.
In the FY21 NDAA, Congress incorporated elements of this recommendation,
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Colonial Pipeline halted operation of its 5,500 miles of pipeline, stretching from Texas to New York, after being hit by randsomware cyber attack, on
May 7, 2021 (Photo courtesy J.B.)

directing the Secretary of Defense to
institutionalize a recurring process for cybersecurity vulnerability assessments that
“take[s] into account upgrades or other
modifications to systems and changes
in the threat landscape.”61 Importantly,
Congress recommended that DOD assign a senior official responsibilities for
overseeing and managing this process—a
critical step given the decentralization
of oversight detailed herein—thus
clarifying the National Security Agency’s
Cybersecurity Directorate’s role in supporting this program.62 In a different
section of the FY21 NDAA, Congress
updated language describing the Principal
Cyber Advisor’s role within DOD as the
coordinating authority for “cybersecurity
issues relating to the defense industrial
base,” with specific responsibility to
“synchronize, harmonize, de-conflict,
and coordinate all policies and programs
germane to defense industrial base cybersecurity,” including acquisitions and
contract enforcement on matters pertaining to cybersecurity.63
Work remains to be done. To
strengthen congressional oversight and
drive continued progress and attention
toward these issues, the requirement to
conduct periodic vulnerability assessments should also include an after-action
report that includes current and planned
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efforts to address cyber vulnerabilities of
interdependent and networked weapons
systems in broader mission areas, with
an intent to gain mission assurance of
these platforms. Moreover, the process of
identifying interdependent vulnerabilities
should go beyond assessing technical
vulnerabilities to take a risk management approach to drive prioritization
given the scope and scale of networked
systems. The objective would be to
improve the overall resilience of the
systems as well as to identify secondary
and tertiary dependencies, with a focus
on rapid remediation of identified vulnerabilities. In addition to assessing fielded
systems vulnerabilities, DOD should
enforce cybersecurity requirements for
systems that are in development early in
the acquisition life cycle, ensuring they
remain an essential part of the front end
of this process and are not “bolted on”
later.64 Doing so would essentially create
a requirement for DOD to institutionalize a continuous assessment process of
weapons systems’ cyber vulnerabilities
and annually report on these vulnerabilities, thereby sustaining its momentum in
implementing key initiatives.
Additionally, in light of the potentially acute and devastating consequences
posed by the possibility of cyber threats
to nuclear deterrence and command
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and control, coupled with ongoing
nuclear modernization programs that
may create unintended cyber risks, the
cybersecurity of nuclear command,
control, and communications (NC3)
and National Leadership Command
Capabilities (NLCC) should be given
specific attention.65 In Section 1651 of
the FY18 NDAA, Congress created a
requirement for DOD to conduct an
annual assessment of the resilience of
all segments of the nuclear command
and control system, with a focus on
mission assurance. The FY21 NDAA
makes important progress on this front.
Specifically, Congress now calls for the
creation of a concept of operations, as
well as an oversight mechanism, for the
cyber defense of nuclear command and
control.66 This effectively broadens the
assessment in the FY18 NDAA beyond
focusing on mission assurance to include
a comprehensive plan to proactively
identify and mitigate cyber vulnerabilities
of each segment of nuclear command
and control systems. Establishing an
explicit oversight function mechanism
will also hopefully create mechanisms
to ensure that DOD routinely assesses
every segment of the NC3 and NLCC
enterprise for adherence to cybersecurity
best practices, vulnerabilities, and evidence of compromise.
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Inevitably, there is an inherent tension between Congress’s efforts to act
in an oversight capacity and create additional requirements for DOD, and
the latter’s desire for greater autonomy.
Nevertheless, the stakes remain high
to preserve the integrity of core conventional and nuclear deterrence and
warfighting capabilities, and efforts thus
far, while important, have not been sufficiently comprehensive.
In addition to congressional action
through the NDAA, DOD could take a
number of steps to reinforce legislative
efforts to improve the cybersecurity of
key weapons systems and functions. For
example, as a complement to institutionalizing a continuous process for DOD to
assess the cyber vulnerabilities of weapons
systems, the department could formalize
a capacity for continuously seeking out
and remediating cyber threats across the
entire enterprise. This is why the commission recommends that DOD develop
and designate a force structure element
to serve as a threat-hunting capability
across the entire DOD Information
Network (DODIN), thus covering the
full range of nonnuclear to nuclear force
employment. Threat-hunting entails
proactively searching for cyber threats
on assets and networks. Specifically,
DOD could develop a campaign plan for
a threat-hunting capability that takes a
risk-based approach to analyzing threat
intelligence and assessing likely U.S. and
allied targets of adversary interest. Based
on this analysis, this capability could proactively conduct threat-hunting against
those identified networks and assets to
seek evidence of compromise, identify
vulnerabilities, and deploy countermeasures to enable early warning and thwart
adversary action. Given the potentially
high consequences of cyber threats to
NC3 and NLCC, priority should be
assigned to identifying threats to these
networks and systems, and threat-hunting
should recur with a frequency commensurate with the risk and consequences of
compromise.
A potential impediment to implementing this recommendation is the fact
that many cyber threats will traverse the
boundaries of combatant commands,
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including U.S. Cyber Command, U.S.
Strategic Command, and the geographic
combatant commands. In order for
a force structure element for threathunting across DODIN to have more
seamless and flexible maneuver, DOD
should consider developing a process
to reconcile the authorities and permissions to enable threat-hunting across
all DODIN networks, systems, and
programs.
Given the extraordinarily high
consequence of a successful adversary
cyber-enabled information operation
against nuclear command and control
decisionmaking processes, DOD should
consider developing a comprehensive
training and educational requirement
for relevant personnel to identify and
report potential activity. DOD must additionally consider incorporating these
considerations into preexisting table-top
exercises and scenarios around nuclear
force employment while incorporating
lessons learned into future training.67
Implementing these recommendations
would enhance existing DOD efforts
and have a decisive impact on enhancing
the security and resilience of the entire
DOD enterprise and the critical weapons
systems and functions that buttress U.S.
deterrence and warfighting capabilities.
Much of the focus within academic
and practitioner communities in the area
of cyber deterrence has been on withindomain deterrence, and even studies
of cross-domain deterrence have been
largely concerned with the employment
of noncyber instruments of power to
deter cyberattacks. This has led to a critical gap in strategic thinking—namely,
the cross-domain implications of cyber
vulnerabilities and adversary cyber
operations in day-to-day competition
for deterrence and warfighting above
the level of armed conflict. Failure to
proactively and systematically address
cyber threats and vulnerabilities to critical weapons systems, and to the DOD
enterprise, has deleterious implications
for the U.S. ability to deter war, or fight
and win if deterrence fails. Implementing
the Cyberspace Solarium Commission’s
recommendations would go a long way

toward restoring confidence in the security and resilience of the U.S. military
capabilities that are the foundation of the
Nation’s deterrent. JFQ
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